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Details of Visit:

Author: one eyed panda
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 3 Oct 2013 11:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 220
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07936055952

The Premises:

Pleasant flat in an area I have used before for visiting asian ladies 'On vacation' from london or
elsewhere. The best parking is in the nearby Tesco that allows 3 free hours.

The Lady:

Petite thai lady with a large natural bust that her clingy dress failed to contain. Very pretty in my
opinion, especially the eyes if you can tear yor eyes from eberything else.

Older than the webpage states which is a good thing from my perspective, in fact i rely on it.

The Story:

Mata has a reputation from london, and as my travelling no longer includes the capital I am very
happy when such a lady turns up in Birmingham, seems to be quite a fixture now with Sarah aka
Cherry also working and there are others.

I took a shower after getting introduced, was offered a drink - she has many things available both as
snacks and drinks and lychee juice would be good for improving the taste of semen i think, but as
my tanks were fast the full mark I don't think it made any difference.

We had a sort of sexy introduction with Mata telling me she would give me a massage with a
naughty look in her eye - this massage involved me lying on my back while she ran her nipples
slowly all over it, you could imagine with ink on them she would have written something, then turned
me over for the same treatment up my legs to my cock, which was then oiled up and first rubbed
with her butt then tits then mouth. She then put a condom on with her mouth, and mounted me for
some serious action in a variety of positions and angles including a good go at some anal.
Eventually after a lot more oral, sex and tit fucking I was ready to explode, and as she rubbed my
cock head against one tit, rather than sucking me off, I took over and surprised her with a really
large load all over her face tits and hair.

After Mata had cleaned herself up she treated me to a bit of proper massage - the skills of some of
the thai women amaze me and this is another one that would be good to see just for that - got all
the knots out of my leg muscles but didn't spend excessive time on that, aware that another round
had to be fitted in. Usually I start off giving the girl a licking, butt is time it took place mid-punt with
Marta periodically thrusting her pussy onto my face so I would guess she got off at least once; then
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it was time to rim her, and get sucked again back to stiffness for some more riding until eventually
we finished in spoons.

Lovely lady, beautiful kisser, lots of oral, and very friendly and sexy. Everything on the profile
available and taken up, really. Top drawer. Nice mixture of her leading and my requests fulfilled. 
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